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**ABSTRACT**

This bachelor’s thesis deals with the Black Lives Matter movement, which for the last five years has fought against racial disparity and police violence, which is aimed deliberately at blacks. The first part describes the history of blacks’ struggle for freedom and summarizes the two most-known movements for blacks’ rights. Further, it analyses important factors that have influenced racial disparity in the United States. The last part argues that the Black Lives Matter movement has not contributed to an improvement of blacks’ conditions, meaning the black struggle for equal rights must continue.
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INTRODUCTION

Blacks have been oppressed in the United States since the beginning. Despite the fact that the Reconstruction era granted some liberties for American blacks, the Jim Crow laws that followed soon showed them ‘their place’ in society. Unequal socioeconomic conditions represented one difficulty for blacks. The next were violent white supremacist groups, which were lynching blacks by the thousands, as well as scientists, who ‘proved’ blacks’ lower status. The situation became better in the middle of the twentieth century with the emergence of the two-pronged Civil Rights Movement. One of its components, peaceful demonstrations resulted in a series of laws that improved blacks’ basic liberties. Another component the Black Power movement with its militant approach, taught blacks self-pride as well as defensive tactics. However, after the disappearance of both movements in the 1970s, there was no other significant movement fighting for racial equality. This changed in 2013, when three women created the Black Lives Matter movement in a response to rising violence targeted against blacks, mostly by law enforcement officers. The movement, which originated on social media, soon moved to the streets. Its memorable slogan and decentralized organizational structure invoked mixed reactions within the United States. Half supports them due to their fierce rhetoric and ways of expression, while the other half criticizes them because of violence and riots stemming from their protests. The movement continues in the struggle of its predecessors in order to finally accomplish black equality. However, this remains elusive mainly because of its overwhelming focus on criminal injustice, lack of political activity and loosely coordinated structure. The movement’s participants agree on the problem, but they disagree on the course of action needed to find a solution to it. This lack of unity not only makes the movement ineffective but is actually increasing the American racial divide.
1 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

1.1 The Antebellum Era

The Constitution of the United States, written in 1787, remains a much admired legal document.\(^1\) However, the Constitution incorporated a few controversial clauses in support of black chattel slavery, possibly the most disturbing of which was the three-fifths clause, which considered a slave as three-fifths human for the purpose of balancing power in the House of Representatives. Then there was the Fugitive Slave Clause, which stated that slaves who ran away from their master had to be delivered back to their owner. And the last was the maintaining of the African slave trade until 1808.\(^2\) The original Constitution did not include the word “slavery” because this term was considered too divisive. Rather it was substituted by “person held to service or labor.”\(^3\)

By the turn of the nineteenth century, northern states abolished slavery entirely or gradually. However, slavery persisted for many years in New York and New Jersey, and cities such as Philadelphia and Boston.\(^4\) In the nation’s capital, the slave trade remained legal until 1850, and slavery until the Civil War.\(^5\) Southerners deemed abolition impossible in the South, as they knew how important this institution was for their economy, and were worried about the possible menace of releasing millions of poor and uneducated blacks into society.\(^6\)

1.2 The American Civil War

The main reason the Civil War erupted was over the identity of the western territories, namely would they be slave or free.\(^7\) Slavery had become a source of frequent political disagreements. Lincoln in 1858 indicated the impossibility of the existence of both freedom and slavery in the United States with his “a house divided against itself cannot

---


\(^2\) Kenneth N. Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…”: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roots of Racism and Slavery in America (Lanham: University Press of America, 2009), 282; Vorenberg, Final Freedom, 9.

\(^3\) Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…”, 281.


\(^6\) Susan-Mary Grant, and Brian Holden Reid, Themes of the American Civil War: The War Between the States, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2009), 24.

stand” speech, so when he won the presidential election, separation of the southern states became inevitable. Northernners did not want to allow slavery to expand into new territories and claimed that the west should be based on a free labor ideology, but southerners disapproved. The Confederate secession was fueled by the effort of prominent southern planters to protect slavery from the emancipation proposed by Republican Party.

The Civil War began on 12 April 1861, with the firing on Fort Sumter, a U.S. fort in Confederate territory. In 1863, President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, which gave freedom to some but not all southern slaves. Black men who escaped slavery often joined the military, with approximately 186,000 of them serving the Union. Despite serving the Union, black soldiers still had to tolerate racism within the Union army. Blacks’ involvement in the war contributed to them gaining citizenship rights after the war, which ended in April 1865. The end of the war freed approximately four million slaves and canceled chattel slavery. Although, blacks got freedom, public prejudices against them did not disappear.

1.3 The Reconstruction Era
The Reconstruction era, which sparked the first attempts to promote civil rights in the United States, began in 1865 when the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution was passed. With total emancipation on the horizon, southern whites became fearful of black vengeance, like what occurred in the West Indies, in particular in Haiti. In the 1850s, during the antebellum era, the majority of southern slaves worked on the cotton plantations, producing the region’s main export. The Civil War had a negative effect on the Southern economy. The war was costly, and planters now had to pay wages to freedmen. Ultimately, chattel slavery was replaced with sharecropping. This system was

8 Brown and Webb, Race in the American South, 149.
9 Ibid., 150.
10 Ibid., 152.
11 Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…,” 364.
17 Brown and Webb, Race in the American South, 126.
based on the renting of the land by a landlord in exchange for a share of the crops produced on that land by a tenant; however, the working conditions were not dissimilar from those of chattel slavery. Yearning for independence led to the disappearance of black women from the fields, which contributed to a labor shortage.

Efforts of the southern planters to maintain the plantation system and control black labor resulted in the introduction of black codes, which were issued in 1865 and 1866. The black codes communicated legal rights to black people, however, blacks were not considered as citizens but “freedmen.” The codes restricted, for instance, land ownership, marriage permission, and legal actions. Such restrictions were designed to maintain the black labor force. Leading the way with the black codes were Mississippi and South Carolina, both of which instituted severe labor restrictions, including forced contracts which almost always favored the employer. Other southern states followed, passing anti-enticement and vagrancy laws with stiff punishments, including corporal punishments. Moreover, black children, for a variety of reasons, could be removed from their families and apprenticed to whites. Northerners were outraged by such codes, claiming they undermined the basic ideology of free labor.

Reconstruction created new conditions for better state and economic order. With the Reconstruction Act of 1867, all states had to ratify the fourteenth amendment, which gave black men voting rights, and further, the right to hold office, and equal law protection. The fourteenth amendment of 1868 also finally ensured citizenship to all blacks, and the fifteenth amendment of 1870 ensured the voting rights to all citizens regardless of race. Congress issued its first civil rights acts in 1866 and 1875, and southern states had to amend their constitutions. The Union military was sent to the South, and was empowered to look after compliance of the new acts there.

---

19 Foner, Nothing but Freedom, 44.
20 Ibid., 49.
21 Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…,” 201–02.
23 A&E Television Networks, “Black Codes”; Foner, Nothing but Freedom, 52; Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…,” 202.
24 Addison, “We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…,” 202.
1.3.1 The Ku Klux Klan

The newly gained freedom for blacks upset many white Southerners, prompting the establishment of the first Ku Klux Klan (KKK) in 1866. The Klan quickly escalated into a terrorist organization, the main goal of which was to enforce white supremacy, deprive blacks of their newly gained political powers, and to have absolute control over them.\(^\text{26}\) The government tried to stop violence by the Ku Klux Klan and Enforcement Acts of 1870 and 1871.\(^\text{27}\) Even so, the total number of KKK victims was in the thousands.\(^\text{28}\) Although the first KKK broke up, violence did not stop and more than one hundred blacks were massacred by the White League in 1873.\(^\text{29}\) In 1876, Republican Rutherford B. Hayes was awarded the presidency in exchange for the withdrawal of all federal soldiers from the South. This action ended the Reconstruction Era, which offered the first considerable government attempt to enforce black civil rights.\(^\text{30}\)

1.4 The Jim Crow Era

When the U.S. military exited the South, legislators in the southern states established a new racial segregation system called Jim Crow. The first state that required such a law was Florida in 1887, where blacks were separated from whites in public accommodation. Mississippi edited its constitution in 1890 to limit blacks’ voting rights and move them out of politics.\(^\text{31}\)

The Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision of 1896, which allowed for separate train cars for whites and blacks, marked the beginning of the national Jim Crow Era. According to the Supreme Court, the “separate but equal” doctrine did not violate the fourteenth amendment’s equal protection clause, and therefore, it was a legitimate reason for segregation.\(^\text{32}\) Voting rights once given to the blacks were taken away again. Blacks were told how to use public facilities, and they could not choose places to live, work, or


\(^{27}\) Brown and Webb, *Race in the American South*, 175.

\(^{28}\) Chalmers, *Backfire*, 1.

\(^{29}\) Brown and Webb, *Race in the American South*, 175.


\(^{31}\) Massey, “The Past and Future of American Civil Rights,” 40; Addison, “*We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…*,” 203.

\(^{32}\) Addison, “*We Hold These Truths to Be Self-Evident…*,” 203–204; Anne Walk and Leslie Brown, *Living with Jim Crow: African American Women and Memories of the Segregated South* (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 12.
The segregation also related to hospitals, schools, libraries and other public institutions. In the same way the justice support for blacks was limited, as they were prohibited from taking part in juries, and black defense attorneys were prohibited.

Jim Crow laws spread throughout the nation, and racial segregation created conditions similar to chattel slavery. Blacks endured violence and lynchings, at the hands of white supremacists. Records document 4,743 lynchings before 1968, and more than 72 percent of the victims were blacks. Racial discrimination also existed in the northern states, and though northerners refused, slavery they did not consider blacks as equal. The situation for northern blacks worsened with the Great Migration, 1915–1930. As the black population increased, so did discrimination.

In the 1930s, in response to the Great Depression, President Roosevelt issued the New Deal social program, which incorporated racial segregation. Blacks were not allowed to exploit any type of social or economic support that the New Deal provided, as well as benefits of the Social Security Act, or the Federal Housing Association. In order to explore the psychological effects of segregation on black children, psychologists Kenneth and Mamie Clark conducted an experiment now known as “the doll test” in 1940. The black children were exposed to white and black dolls, and the couple observed the children’s behavior. The majority of children preferred the white doll, proving an inherent feeling of subordination among blacks.

After the Second World War, it became difficult to maintain racial oppression, as black veterans, who had fought for freedom, returned to the United States and demanded civil rights. In these years were founded many political organizations, whether white or black, which supported racial equality, among them the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). In 1948, President Harry Truman cancelled racial segregation within the US Army, which assured him blacks’ votes and helped him to win the presidential election.

---

33 Walk and Brown, *Living with Jim Crow*, 12.
38 Ibid., 41.
and outlined the beginning of the new civil rights era.\textsuperscript{40} The Supreme Court overruled Plessy v. Ferguson in the Brown v. Board of Education case of 1954 and abolished racial segregation in schools, and when Rosa Parks in 1955 refused to leave a bus seat to a white man, she inspired others to a series of peaceful protests against Jim Crow laws, such as bus boycotts and sit ins. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, signed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, was the most extensive document supporting civil rights until that day, and abolished discrimination in public facilities such as housing, schooling, employment and judiciary. Furthermore, it also restricted organizations that supported discrimination, from gaining federal funds.\textsuperscript{41} The Civil Rights Act was important for blacks, as it simplified the enforcement of the Voting Right Act of 1965, which removed suffrage discrimination, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, which offered equal opportunities for blacks in housing practices.\textsuperscript{42}

2 ACTIVISM FOR RACIAL EQUALITY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

2.1 The Civil Rights Movement

The Civil Rights Movement lasted from the middle of the 1950s to the late 1960s. However, many historians claim that the movement’s roots reach much further back. The earlier activism from the late nineteenth century created a pattern for the first organized movements operating on a national level, for instance, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), founded in 1909. The public became widely familiar with the “civil rights” term in 1946, when President Truman created the President’s Committee on Civil Rights. Although the “civil rights” term should not be associated only with the African-American race, the higher focus on the antidiscrimination policy caused this perception not only among scholars, but also among the general public.

If there were any situations that ignited the idea of the Civil Rights Movement (CRM), then it was the Broad v. Education decision of 1954, and the brutal lynching of Emmett Till of 1955. Especially Till’s lynching prompted young black students to become radicalized and engaged in activism. The CRM is characterized as a conglomeration of organized movements or organizations that had similar goals, which were achieved through mass protests and demonstrations. Amongst the well-known organizations taking part in the CRM were the NAACP, the CORE, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNNC), and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). The primary goal of the CRM from its beginning was to terminate Jim Crow policy. This goal

---


was replaced in the mid-1960s with an effort to ensure equal social and economic rights. The most remarkable feature of the CRM were nonviolent mass protests. The Montgomery bus boycott, which began in Alabama in 1955 and lasted for a year, was one of the first major protests, which proved that a huge number of blacks could unite and demonstrate against Jim Crow racial segregation. The boycott was organized by the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA), led by Martin Luther King Jr. The nonviolent manner of the protest was important as every violent effort to demolish the movement would have been shared throughout the country by media. The Supreme Court decided that bus segregation in Alabama was unconstitutional; therefore this boycott signaled the first important win for the CRM.53

Among important events credited to the CRM were the Greensboro sit-ins of 1960, in which black students demonstrated against segregated lunch counters. Then came the Freedom Rides of 1961, organized by the CORE, checking local observances of bus desegregation in the South. In 1963 it was a Birmingham demonstration, followed by the famous March on Washington, attended by 250,000 Americans. The SCLC organized another mass march in 1965, from Selma to Montgomery, attempting to achieve black voters’ registration. However, participants of both the Birmingham demonstration and the Selma march were encountered by police who attacked marchers in an effort to dissolve the movement. The media coverage of the resistance contributed to worldwide attention and resulted in the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.55

In 1968, Martin Luther King Jr., the leader of the SCLC, was assassinated. His death outraged people nationwide, who immediately started rioting. Following these violent events, the CRM was connected mainly with riots, and with the origins of the Black

50 King, “‘How long? Not long’,” 474.
52 Morris, “A Retrospective on the Civil Rights Movement,” 524.
53 Ibid., 524–25.
Power Movement (BPM).\textsuperscript{56} The CRM had a significant impact on other social movements, concerning race relations, which emerged later.\textsuperscript{57} The CRM undoubtedly contributed to black progress since the 1970s.\textsuperscript{58} After attaining the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, the movement secured better individual liberty for disadvantaged Americans.\textsuperscript{59} Nevertheless, impoverished blacks were disappointed that their daily lives did not improve. Conditions improved only for a small number of prominent blacks. The voter registration of southern blacks grew from 25 percent in 1956 to 66 percent in 1970, and the number of black elected officials increased, from 103 in 1964 to 1,469 in 1970; however, these officials made up just 0.3 percent of the total. The income of black families doubled from 1959 to 1969, and the poverty rate declined from 48 percent to 30 percent, but the huge racial gap was not erased. Whites became more tolerant towards blacks, and the violence against them ceased in the South, but the whites’ antipathy against blacks did not diminish. The hyper segregation in the American cities persisted, and the unemployment ratio remained stable, from 1954 to 1970, in a 2:1 ratio, meaning blacks were twice as likely to be unemployed.\textsuperscript{60} According to a survey that measured black opinion on the matter of racial discrimination, from 1968 to 2000, 58 percent believed that the CRM was successful while 42 percent of respondents had been disappointed with the movement’s achievements.\textsuperscript{61}

### 2.2 The Black Power Movement

The term “black power” refers to the control of a black person over their own life. The Black Power Movement (BPM) naturally aligns with this idea and was decisive for the elevation of blacks worldwide.\textsuperscript{62} While the CRM is openly celebrated as a successful social movement that improved living standards throughout the United States, the BPM is considered the very opposite to the CRM. Due to their provocative voices and combative


\textsuperscript{57} Morris, “A Retrospective on the Civil Rights Movement,” 523.


\textsuperscript{60} Santoro, “Was the Civil Rights Movement Successful?,” 628.

\textsuperscript{61} Ibid., 627.

approach, the BPM went down in history as one of the most significant social movements of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{63}

The BPM had its roots in the 1950s, when young black activists began to follow ideas proposed by Malcolm X and by radical organizations such as the Afro-American Association and Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM).\textsuperscript{64} Students had founded many organizations in urban environments (Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Oakland, etc.) prior to the BPM.\textsuperscript{65} The BPM began in 1966, when two prominent black activists, Stokely Carmichael and Willie Ricks, declared “black power” during the Meredith March Against Fear.\textsuperscript{66} Not only did Carmichael play an important role in the BPM, but he was also an eager activist for the CRM. As a member of the SNNC, Carmichael participated in many protests including the Freedom Rides; however, frustrated with the CRM achievements, he decided to choose another way to confront racial problems.\textsuperscript{67} While the CRM activists had a peaceful approach to fight racial inequality, and exploited legal ways to meet their requirements, the BPM activists fiercely called for equal citizenship and cultural freedom.\textsuperscript{68} The main difference between the two movements was that while the CRM strived for integration into white communities, the BPM, on the other hand, pursued the control over their own communities.\textsuperscript{69}

The BPM significantly caught the attention of the world at the 1968 Summer Olympics in Mexico City, when two black American sprinters, John Carlos and Tommie Smith, used the BPM salutation, as they raised a fist with a black glove on, and bowed their heads during the US national anthem, while standing on a medal podium. This behavior outraged the majority of Americans, but the courage of the black athletes, who exploited such an important event to express their dissatisfaction with the racial issue of
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their country, induced sympathies of millions worldwide. As a result, both sprinters were suspended from the U.S. athletic team, and moreover, received dozens of death threats.\textsuperscript{70}

\subsection{2.2.1 The Black Panther Party}

The Black Panther Party (BPP) was founded in 1966 as a local political organization by two black students, in response to rising poverty and worsening social conditions for blacks.\textsuperscript{71} It took just two years until the BPP escalated into a national organization. The party had around 2,000 members with 32 chapters in 15 states.\textsuperscript{72} From the beginning, the party fought against racial oppression of blacks, however, in 1968 the party changed their focus to the class struggle. The BPP started to cooperate with other white or third world revolutionary organizations in the United States. As a result, the main ideology of the BPP was a mixture of black nationalism and Marxism-Leninism.\textsuperscript{73} The BPP included various protection programs into their campaigns, focusing on the well-being and protection of seniors and children.\textsuperscript{74} However, the most controversial program was the police-patrol alert. The point of this program was that selected armed members would patrol the streets for suspicious police activities in the streets, which only worsened the relationships between the BPP and the police force.\textsuperscript{75}

The BPP was an object of much political repression; in fact, by 1971, 92 legally repressive acts had been filed against the BPP in the Oakland Bay Area.\textsuperscript{76} This political repression led to the dissolution of the party. One reason was the arrests of party leaders, and another reason was the inclusion of the party in the Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO), which was designed by the FBI to destroy political organizations that were considered as a threat to the government; and the BPP was ranked high on their list.\textsuperscript{77}

The BPP significantly contributed to blacks’ struggle for freedom, inspiring blacks to revolt against discrimination and American capitalism. Their violent approach was a
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new feature. It inspired racial minorities around the United States to create their own organizations, but also women’s or anti-war movements. The party gained support from countries worldwide, as for instance South Africa, Uruguay, Israel and many more.\textsuperscript{78}

“Nobody in the world, nobody in history, has ever gotten their freedom by appealing to the moral sense of the people who were oppressing them,” wrote Assata Shakur, a member of the BPM. This sentence basically sums up the main impact of the movement. The BPM did not achieve such tangible results as the CRM with the Civil Rights Act; nevertheless, The BPM taught black people that real freedom comes from inside, stimulated their awareness about their pride and power, and taught them how to unite and fight against oppression.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid., 420.
3 RACIAL DISPARITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

3.1 Racial Profiling by Law Enforcement

The current reality in the United States is that there is a higher probability that a black man will be arrested, sentenced and imprisoned than a white man. While whites do not see any sign of discrimination in the American justice system, blacks are skeptical of this statement, and do not believe in the fairness of the police or the judiciary.\(^{80}\)

Official records prove that more than half of those murdered by the police have been of a black or Hispanic race, moreover, only a few indicted officers have been sentenced for using excessive force. Nevertheless, official data on police killings are incomplete because police departments in the United States work differently according to state or local jurisdictions. Thus, standards for collecting and releasing data differ by state.\(^{81}\) According to the latest data collected by the Mapping Police Violence website, 1,147 people were killed in the United States in 2017. Detailed analysis reveals that 170 of these armed with a knife, while 149 of the victims were unarmed, with the majority of the unarmed victims being non-white. Officers were charged with a crime in only 13 cases.\(^{82}\)

The reason why minorities have a higher tendency to commit a crime stems from unequal socioeconomic conditions. Some policies such as stop-and-frisk or traffic stops should be racially neutral, but they have been unequally applied to blacks.\(^{83}\) In New York City in 2017, stop-and-frisk discrimination ran ramped: over half of those targeted were black, while another third were Hispanic.\(^{84}\) Many whites, mainly because of their cultural heritage, stereotype blacks as being more inclined to criminality and violence.\(^{85}\) Due to high levels of racial and ethnic profiling among police officers, the number of killings of
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blacks and Hispanics has risen, even though records proved that minorities are twice more likely to resist arrest than whites. Still, this indicates that the accountability and practice of the officers is insufficient and should be improved upon.  

### 3.2 Mass Incarceration

The American penal system grew significantly between 1972 and 2000, increasing in size at least six times. Roughly twelve percent of blacks in their twenties were imprisoned by 2002. Experts suggest that imprisonment became a natural part of life for young blacks growing up in poor neighborhoods. The latest surveys predict that one out of three black men will be imprisoned at least once in their life. The strict enforcement of drug offense laws, focusing unevenly on blacks, is one of the main reasons for their incarceration. When a person is released from a prison, the criminal record is an obstacle preventing them from successfully reintegrating into society, as convicted criminals are deprived of social programs and voter rights, and have problems finding employment or housing. The latest reports suggest that there are almost 2.3 million people incarcerated in the United States. Such a huge number of incarcerations is due not to rising criminality (in fact criminality rates are similar to those from the 1960s), but to the strict penal system and law enforcement. Another reason is that many people have been arrested but not convicted. About 4.6 million people are supervised on parole, or given probation. These people are allowed to apply for a bail, however, only if they can afford to pay it. Otherwise they remain arrested, awaiting trial. About 40 percent of total incarcerated are black, while 39

---
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However, the American justice system undertook significant reforms by 2017. Legislators from various states made their justice systems fairer, thereby lowering the number of prisoners. Reforms relate to conditions of probation, or to the introduction of a new evaluation system that takes racial disparity into account. Further, North Carolina and New York, which prosecuted teenagers as adults, adopted the reforms for judging them within the juvenile justice system. Another improvement relates to criminal records, which should not be required from applicants in the early stage of admissions by universities and employees. In the United States, many prisoners and people on probation or parole are not allowed to vote. Alabama and Nebraska are in the process of refining their laws allowing persons convicted of misdemeanors to vote.\footnote{Sentencing Project, “Top Trends.”}

### 3.3 Residential Segregation


Black neighborhoods are linked with high rates of unemployment, mortality, welfare dependency, and criminality. Therefore, worse institutions, for instance schools, are located in these neighborhoods, which perpetuate blacks’ prevailing subordinate status to whites.\footnote{Peterson and Krivo, “Segregation and Black Urban Homicide,” 1004.}

The latest data on racial segregation in the United States shows that although the segregation is declining, results are still high; specifically segregation levels in the largest cities are between fifty and twenty percent. Blacks are, for example, profiled by real estate agents, who are intentionally showing blacks houses in “black” neighborhoods only,
despite the fact this technique had been prohibited by the Fair Housing Act of 1968.\textsuperscript{96} Lower housing support, decreased income levels, combined with steadily increasing rent rates, means that non-whites often spend more than a half of their income on rental or lease payments. According to a study from 2013, 23 percent of black households paid at least half of their income in rent. Blacks encounter racial disparities even when applying for a loan, as they have to pay higher interest rates than whites with similar incomes.

Experts suggest that residential desegregation can be achieved by concurrently following two actions. The first is the need to boost poor people’s mobility into wealthy areas by increasing tax incentives. The second include special policies designed to encourage development in poor neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{97}

\section*{3.4 Employment and Education}

Until 1980, there was black progress in employment and income, however, after 1980 the progress slowed.\textsuperscript{98} The National Urban League notes that the average unemployment rate of American blacks is two times higher than of whites, and, the situation in specific cities is even worse. Similar trend prevails in the area of household income. The average annual income of black households, according to 2014 report, was 35,481 dollars, while whites earned 59,662 dollars. The results varied in different areas but in no place did blacks surpass whites.\textsuperscript{99} Net worth, which indicates the wealth of a person, was thirteen times higher for whites in 2014, when compared to blacks.\textsuperscript{100} The effective way to tackle the employment inequality is to achieve full employment, meaning that government boost job growth, and exploit methods of tight labor market. This would enable low-skilled workers to negotiate better wages and quit a job without a risk of not finding a new one.\textsuperscript{101} It is
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proven that there is higher probability for a white man with a high school education and a criminal record to get a job than it is for a black man with a similar education without a criminal record.\textsuperscript{102}

Although racial discrimination within the U.S. educational system experienced great progress during the twentieth century, there is a prevailing racial segregation in public schools, which is based on practices from the Jim Crow era.\textsuperscript{103} The educational disparity of children goes hand in hand with the economic issues of their parents. About three quarters of minority students are from poor families, while only one third of white students hail from low-income families.\textsuperscript{104} In 2011, 40 percent of black children were attending schools in which 90 percent of the students were minorities, an increase of 35 percent since 1991.\textsuperscript{105} A survey carried out by the Government Accountability Office in 2014 revealed that American public schools are still separate and unequal. In December 2015, the Every Student Succeeds Act was introduced, which should be protect disadvantaged students and offer equal opportunities to all children.\textsuperscript{106} Time will tell if it works.

\textsuperscript{102} Harris, “The Invisible Hands,” 105.
4 THE OBAMA PRESIDENCY

The administration of the first black American president, Barack Obama, gave rise to the next important movement for black equality.\(^{107}\) The presidential election of 2008 recorded the highest black voter turnout since 1968, at 64 percent. For comparison, there were two million fewer black voters in the presidential election of 2004.\(^{108}\) The election of Obama was widely celebrated among blacks, for it came at a time when blacks really needed support.\(^{109}\)

American blacks believed that unequal conditions in the United States would finally change with a black president. However, Obama did little for American blacks’ wellbeing.\(^{110}\) When Obama began with his administration, civil rights activists reached out to him, asking whether he could put forward any policy that would improve blacks’ high unemployment rates. His response was that he as a president has to act in the best interest for all Americans and not only a selected group of people.\(^{111}\)

When Obama declared, “we’ve got no time for excuses,” during his speech in front of graduating college students, it sounded like the high poverty and unemployment rates are just blacks’ fault. Obama and his office were hesitant in addressing blacks’ issues and black communities continued to suffer.\(^{112}\) During his presidential campaign of 2008, Obama dedicated an entire speech to racial issues in the United States, but after his election he talked about it only when necessary. Obama, together with some black Democrats, believed that blacks themselves are responsible for their bad conditions. This belief was another obstacle for black activists.\(^{113}\)

During his second presidential campaign of 2012, he delivered a speech that did not suggest that things should be getting better for blacks. Rather, it seemed like an effort to secure whites’ votes, as he said “I’m not the president of Black America. I’m the president of the United States of America.”\(^{114}\) Despite these words, black voters broke another record in the presidential election of 2012, with a turnout of 66 percent.\(^{115}\)
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During Obama’s administration, recommendations were made to police departments providing instructions on how to treat violent suspects and situations.\textsuperscript{116} Due to rising tensions between law enforcement and black communities, Obama granted 75 million dollars to the Justice Department for body cameras in 2015.\textsuperscript{117} Further, Obama granted pardons to hundreds of people convicted of nonviolent drug crimes, and implemented other procedures that reduced mass incarceration of blacks. Lastly, he established a mentorship program My Brother’s Keeper for young black men. Notwithstanding these moves, according to a CNN/ORC survey in 2016, 54 percent of Americans believed that race relations in the United States worsened during Obama’s presidency.\textsuperscript{118}
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5 THE BLACK LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT

Police brutality has been the most common reason for black uprisings. Violence is just the beginning of a problem, and in the case of Black Lives Matter (BLM), the situation was not different.\(^{119}\) The BLM story began in 2012 when an unarmed black teenager, Trayvon Martin was shot and killed by neighborhood watch volunteer George Zimmerman. Zimmerman, of Hispanic Ethnicity, decided to pull the trigger because he considered Martin suspicious, as he was wearing a hoodie while walking through a neighborhood. Although Zimmerman called the police first, he did not follow the operator’s instructions and started a quarrel, which resulted in the death of seventeen-year-old boy. Zimmerman was arrested and tried, but was proclaimed innocent in 2013.\(^{120}\)

This decision ignited protests nationwide, and inspired three black women, Opal Tometi, Alicia Garza, and Patrisse Cullors to act. The first step took place on social media, with a post containing the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag. The hashtag went viral across the Internet and caught the attention of American citizens, who transferred it to the streets.\(^{121}\) The movement was born and other groups were using the slogan in its demonstrations against anti-black related issues across the United States.\(^{122}\)

Another incident of police brutality happened in the summer of 2014, when a black man, Eric Garner, was encountered by police officers in New York. Garner, who was suspected of selling illegal cigarettes on the street, got into an argument with Officer Daniel Pantaleo. When Pantaleo attempted to arrest Garner, Garner did not follow Pantaleo’s commands. In an effort to arrest Garner, Pantaleo used a chokehold clutch, a prohibited technique, which led to Garner’s death. The entire incident was on camera. The video depicts Garner saying “I can’t breathe” to the officer multiple times. Pantaleo was tried but found innocent.\(^{123}\) Many blacks were disgusted with the verdict and went to the
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streets, protesting in form of die-ins, marches, walkouts, and other type of demonstrations. Slogans used in these protests were “Black Lives Matter”, inspired by the famous hashtag, and “I can’t breathe” inspired by Garner’s last words.  

In August 2014, eighteen-year-old boy Mike Brown was shot, in Ferguson, Missouri. Brown and his friend had stolen a box of cigarettes from a local liquor store. Later on, a police officer, Daren Wilson, stopped both men for jaywalking. Shortly after their encounter, Wilson and Brown began to argue. The argument led to a fist fight and resulted in the shooting of the unarmed Brown while he was running away from Wilson. Wilson fired twelve shots, hitting his target at least six times. Some witnesses said that Brown had his hands up, shouting “Hands up, don’t shoot!” These words became a rallying cry across the United States, despite the fact this claim proved to be false. The fact that Ferguson’s police left Brown’s dead body lying on the street for almost five hours outraged Ferguson’s citizens. That day as angry crowds gathered, Ferguson and St. Louis police departments sent dozens of officers in riot gear and tactical vehicles to disperse the crowds. Protests that lasted for weeks developed from non-violent rallies into riots. Armed vandals were robbing, destroying, and burning down Ferguson’s businesses as well as their own neighborhoods. The police were using rubber bullets and tear gas to stop them. Another round of protests occurred in November 2014, when a jury proclaimed Officer Wilson innocent of the killing of Mike Brown. This time protests were not only local but national.

“If I had a son, he’d look like Trayvon … When I think about this boy, I think about my own kids.” These words were spoken by President Obama after the killing of Trayvon Martin. Further, he added that the case would be investigated in detail. Nevertheless, he did not utilize his presidential position to push the case forward, even though that was what blacks anticipated from him when they elected him president. Moreover, Obama defended the jury decision, claiming the United States is a “nation of law” and people should respect
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the jury decision. He also noted that people themselves should think about how to prevent similar cases in the future, rather than addressing the judicial system or law enforcement.\textsuperscript{131} Following the Ferguson unrest, President Obama, due to rising criticism of the usage of equipment against rioters, prohibited the sale of some military equipment to local police departments.\textsuperscript{132}

The first Ferguson protest was fundamental for the BLM. Cullors and Darnell Moore organized the Black Live Matters national ride during Labor Day weekend, which was attended by more than six hundred people. When various activists from different cities returned home from Ferguson, they established eighteen official BLM chapters in their communities. Currently the BLM has more than 40 chapters around the world. Later on the Black Lives Matter Global Network was founded, which is a worldwide respected decentralized organizing project with a set of uniform principles. The goal of the project is to develop a network of self-confident blacks and support the growth of new black leaders.\textsuperscript{133} The BLM is globally represented by activists who are protesting against racial inequality under the movement’s slogan.\textsuperscript{134} For instance in Ireland, the BLM was represented by the Movement of Asylum Seekers and the Anti-Racism Network Ireland.\textsuperscript{135}

In April 2015, Freddie Gray, who had a history of drug related crimes, ran from a police patrol in Baltimore, Maryland. The police officers gave chase and detained him. They found a knife in his pocket, which they incorrectly deemed illegal. On these grounds, Gray was arrested and forcefully loaded into a police van, all the while screaming from pain. The journey to the police station took 30 minutes, during which the van made four stops. Officers did not provide Gray with medical treatment, despite the fact he was begging for it. When the van arrived to the station, Gray was already in a coma and taken to a hospital. He died a week later of his injuries. An autopsy revealed that his death was
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due to spinal cord injury. Gray had broken three vertebrae and injured his voice box. According to medical experts, these injuries were consequences of excessive force.\(^{136}\)

His death started a series of peaceful protests, which lasted for a week until his funeral. The protests burst into a riot right after the funeral. Rioters were looting shops, setting buildings and cars on fire, and damaging businesses. In a response, police used pepper spray to disperse the protesters when it was necessary. The riots resulted in more than two hundred arrested adults and at least 30 juveniles. More than twenty police officers were injured during the riots.\(^{137}\) Estimated damages reached nine billion dollars, according a federal survey.\(^{138}\) Among the two hundred arrested adults was DeRay Mckesson, who is a prominent BLM activist. An anonymous police officer sued the BLM after the Baltimore riots. He claimed that Mckesson injured him with a rock during the demonstration, thus the movement was responsible for the attack. However, a judge decided that the BLM cannot be sued, as it is a social movement, and dismissed the lawsuit.\(^{139}\)

The difference between Baltimore and Ferguson is that Baltimore is controlled by black politicians. Dominance of white officials was considered to be the main problem of Brown’s killing. It follows that in Baltimore it was a result of a bad black political establishment.\(^{140}\) Nevertheless, Baltimore officials learned lessons from Ferguson’s riots. Baltimore’s department provided protesters with detailed information of the case as soon as possible. The police left nonviolent protesters to vent their emotions, instead of using excessive militant force. Moreover, the protesters were allowed to march through city center and were not concentrated in a small area.\(^{141}\)

Six officers involved in Gray’s case, three of whom are black, were charged with manslaughter and murder. Nevertheless, due to insufficient evidence, all charges were dropped in 2017. Baltimore’s police department, was also investigated which agreed to
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change their practices to avoid a federal lawsuit. Criminality in Baltimore has increased since the riots and is reaching new heights.\textsuperscript{142}

While both victims in Ferguson and Baltimore had either a criminal record or started to argue with officers, the case of Philando Castile was different. Castile was stopped while driving his car with his girlfriend and four year old daughter in Minnesota in 2016. The police pulled him over due to a broken tail light. The officer asked Castile for a document of insurance and his driver license. Castile confessed to the officer that he had a firearm in the car. Despite the fact that the officer heard him, Castile was shot seven times while reaching for his wallet. The officer was acquitted on all charges even though there was a dashboard video from a police car and a video on Castile girlfriend’s phone. The shooting was followed by a weekend of protests across the United States.\textsuperscript{143}

Obama met civil rights activists including some BLM leaders in 2016. The meeting was convoked to discuss how to establish mutual respect between blacks and law enforcement, as well as reforms in the criminal justice system. DeRay Mckesson, was amazed by the meeting and praised the president for a long and meaningful conversation. On the other hand, Aislinn Pulley, co-founder of the BLM chapter in Chicago, rejected the invitation for the meeting claiming it was fabricated for the media. This showed how different and inconsistent the BLM leaders were.\textsuperscript{144}

Colin Kaepernick, a football player for the San Francisco 49ers, performed an action reminiscent of the BPM in 2016, as he refused to stand during the national anthem. He did it as a silent protest against racial inequality and police violence in the United States.\textsuperscript{145} “I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses black people and people of color,” Kaepernick said. The next time, Kaepernick decided to kneel, and he was accompanied not only by other football players, but also by other


famous athletes. Some of them kneeled and some raised their fist as did Carlos and Smith in the 1968 Olympics. Kaepernick’s protest was widely criticized as it supposedly disrespects the nation, the flag, and all people who have fought for it. Kaepernick opted out of his contract with the 49ers in March 2017 and has been unemployed ever since.

During a speech, President Donald Trump offended players participating in the protest and sharply appealed to club owners and the NFL to fire any player who refused to stand for the national anthem. His speech led the following week to the greatest participation in the protest, as many athletes and coaches throughout the United States took part. The NFL lately issued a statement claiming that they will recommend that players stand during the anthem, but it will not be official policy.

5.1 Structure and Tactics of the Movement

According to the BLM official website, the movement is an ideological and political organization that fights against state-sanctioned violence and oppression. BLM is widely recognized for their protests over police brutality and for the first time became officially involved in politics when they joined the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL) in 2016. The BLM disagrees with a deeply-rooted stereotype of a typical black movement hierarchy led mostly by black heterosexual men. For that reason, the movement puts discriminated women, queers and transgender people, those who were not recognized for their work in the previous movements into the center of the BLM. The movement’s leadership was inspired by a system of participatory democracy.

---
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The BLM’s chapters are led by various types of people from working or low-income classes through feminists to LGBTQ.\(^{155}\) Besides their own chapters, the movement consists of many similar protest organizations as Hands Up United and We the Protesters.\(^{156}\) Shanelle Matthews, the lead communications strategist for the BLM, stated that all BLM chapters are autonomous and have their own strategies. Nevertheless, all the chapters are uniform in their vision and goals. The reason for such independence is because every community has different needs and social backgrounds. The fact that a wide range of divergent people in the movement have their own strategies is a refreshing feature, but it is not always effective in achieving collective goals. For instance, the chapters often do not agree, whether abolition or reform is the best mean to achieve the goals.\(^ {157}\) The diverse nature of the chapters is the reason why the movement focuses mainly on local systems rather than on national. Further, Cullros suggests that organizing the movement is mainly spontaneous.\(^ {158}\) It is problematic to measure such a loosely organized movement, as everyone using their slogan on social media or in the streets can be considered as their supporter or member.\(^ {159}\) Experts on trans-cultural communication claim that although the chapters are a congenial system and are meaningful in diverse communities, the movement should create a unified structure and choose a few spokesperson who will be united in delivering the movement’s needs, and who will help in building a representative image of the movement in the media. Otherwise, the impact of the movement will be reduced.\(^ {160}\)

As the movement is demanding an immediate termination of state violence against blacks, the BLM exploits slightly aggressive ways to achieve their goals.\(^ {161}\) Especially, the
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very first protests in Ferguson gave the movement rather a militant nature.\textsuperscript{162} Still, the BLM urges their members to protest peacefully and vigorously distance themselves from those protesters taking a violent approach.\textsuperscript{163} As stated by co-founder Cullors “I believe in direct action, but nonviolent direct action. And our movement believes in that nonviolent direct action. But I do believe that our communities need to be defended.”\textsuperscript{164} The movement’s militancy is reminiscent of the SNCC, and due to an insistence on human rights and self-definition rather than on social inclusion, the BLM is also compared to the BPM.\textsuperscript{165}

Demonstrations of the BLM have taken place on various occasions and places such as sports events, highways, retail stores, but also police stations or municipal buildings. The most typical types of their demonstrations are walkouts, marches, and die-ins.\textsuperscript{166} The BLM’s demonstrations enjoy multicultural support in major cities, and the movement has also has a support from medical students, who established the White Coats for Black Lives protests in more than seventy U.S. medical schools.\textsuperscript{167} The BLM agenda spread across American universities and influenced students, who are protesting against racial segregation of brotherhoods or low recruitment of black students.\textsuperscript{168} Moreover, the movement is also supported by some white leftists and has been occasionally supported by members of the Fight for $15, which is a multiracial movement demanding an increase in minimum wage, even though the BLM does not identify themselves with labor issues or with trade unions.\textsuperscript{169}

Roughly 96 percent of American blacks aged between 18 and 29 use some type of social network.\textsuperscript{170} Therefore, social media are important tools for the BLM, as the range and speed of the coverage is enormous. The BLM uses it to organize demonstrations and making short statements, but also to share actual reports, or footages of police brutality.
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These pictures or footages attract attention of people faster than in the past, moreover, it puts pressure on police departments, which have to respond to the footage, like for instance in the case of Eric Garner.\footnote{Harris, “The Next Civil Rights Movement?”}

\section*{5.2 Backlash against the Movement}

In 2014, two police officers were killed in New York. The Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association (PBA) labeled the BLM responsible for the killings. For this reason, the NYPD led a backlash against the BLM, and the PBA declared their version of a movement against violence executed on officers, ironically called Blue Lives Matter.\footnote{International Socialist Review, “A New Movement Takes Shape.”} Blue Lives Matter has an important political meaning, as it suggests that colored people are more protected than members of law enforcement, who in fact suffer more. The countermovement has actually achieved some success, as its bills were introduced in 33 states by 2017. These bills secure hate crime protection for police officers, and assert that violence against them should be punished more strictly. Although, the bills were mostly rejected, they became law in Kentucky, and Louisiana, and in South Carolina, where it was slightly modified.

There were two additional cop shooting, executed by blacks, in Baton Rouge and Dallas, in 2016.\footnote{David Smith, “The Backlash against Black Lives Matter Is Just More Evidence of Injustice,” Conversation Trust, accessed March 12, 2018, https://theconversation.com/the-backlash-against-black-lives-matter-is-just-more-evidence-of-injustice-85587.} The first came in Dallas, during a peaceful demonstration of the BLM over the recent shooting of blacks in Minnesota and Louisiana. The attacker killed five police officers and injured seven more. During a standoff, the black marksman confessed to the police that he acted in order to kill whites and especially white officers. The reason for his anger was police officers who killing blacks, as well as BLM activities.\footnote{“Dallas Police Shootings: What We Know so Far,” BBC, accessed March 26, 2018, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-36744368.} The second shooting happened ten days later in Baton Rouge, where a lone black shooter killed three police officers, one of whom was black, and injured another three. The shooting took place two weeks after the police shot Alton Sterling in Baton Rouge, which was immediately followed by a BLM demonstration. Prominent members of the movement were sued by an anonymous police officer from Baton Rouge, who claimed that their
fierce nature encourages blacks in committing violence. The BLM’s critics in general blamed the movement over both shootings. In response, the activists rejected all speculations that they were responsible for the attack and condemned it. In late March 2018, the court decided not to file any charges against two officers involved in Sterling’s shooting. Sterling was shot while pinned on the ground by the officers, who thought he was reaching for a gun.

Another countermovement to the BLM came in form of All Lives Matter, which is based on an ideology of colorblind racism. This ideology states that individuals should be prioritized before groups, and that people should not consider racial issues important in current society and get over skin color. The All Lives Matter movement refuses the idea that blacks in the United States are treated unequally, and portrays them as aggressors in a currently colorblind society. Another purpose of the phrase is to distract attention from the police brutality. Notable supporters of All Lives Matter are the current U.S. president, Donald Trump, and the former mayor of New York City, Rudy Giuliani. Giuliani said in an interview that the BLM alone is racist as it divides society, adding “All lives matter: White lives, Black lives, all lives.” Further, he added that the movement appears only when a white person kills a black person, and does not care about cases of black-on-black murder.

Garza, one of its co-founders, expressed herself about All Lives Matter as follows “The reality, of course, is that they do, but we live in a world where
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some lives matter more than others. ‘All Lives Matter’ effectively neutralizes the fact that it’s black people who are fighting for their lives right now.”  

The BLM is, similar to previous movements for black liberation of the 1960s, monitored by the FBI. According to files released by the US Department of Homeland Security and the FBI in mid-2017, the U.S. government considers the BLM as a potential threat and it has monitored their protests. In one document, the FBI calls the BLM activists as “black identity extremists” combining them with domestic terrorist groups.

5.3 The Black Lives Matter and Politics

The movement released a plan called Campaign Zero in 2015, containing ten policy goals against police forces. The plan requests a termination of the “broken windows” policy, community oversight over punishments of officers’ wrongdoing, setting of limits for using excessive force by the police, the independent investigation and prosecution of police wrongdoings, police representation according to the community it serves, more consistent training of police officers, a provision that officers wear body cameras, the termination of excessive for-profit methods, the prohibition of police from using military equipment, and an addition to police union contracts that makes officers responsible for their wrongdoing. The Campaign Zero website is mapping the actions of individual states in enacting proposed legislation concerning police violence. According to the website, there have been 102 laws enacted since the creation of Campaign Zero, ten states enacted three or more goals from the Campaign Zero platform, and about nineteen states are considering police violence reforms.

The BLM is known for their engagement in political gatherings. Despite the fact that it interfered in many presidential campaigns, the movement issued an official
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statement in 2015, declaring that the BLM decided not to endorse any of the proposed candidates in the 2016 presidential election.\(^{190}\)

The BLM interrupted Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaigns in Seattle and Washington in 2015. The activists got on a stage, and did not allow Sanders to speak.\(^{191}\) This was not the first case when Sanders was interrupted by BLM protesters. The first encounter took place in Phoenix one month earlier, when protesters intervened in an event attended by Sanders and another presidential candidate, Martin O’Malley. In Seattle, the activists highlighted that since the Phoenix demonstration, O’Malley embraced criminal justice reform in his platform. Two activists continued that Sanders did not do enough for the promotion of racial equality and the improvement of the criminal justice system.\(^{192}\) As a result, Sanders added prison reforms and racial justice to his platform a day after the demonstration.\(^{193}\)

Hillary Clinton was also many times interrupted during her presidential campaigns by BLM protesters. In 2016, two protesters confronted her in South Carolina and demanded an apology for mass incarceration, as well as explanation of her past statements that black youth linked with gangs are “super-predators.” Hillary apologized for her past statements a day after the confrontation and said that she would not use the same words again.\(^{194}\) During the Democratic National Convention, she brought to the stage nine black mothers, who lost their kids due to police brutality or black-on-black violence. She was praised for the inclusion of both opposing groups, which is something that the BLM had been overlooking in their agenda.\(^{195}\)

Another presidential campaign that was disturbed by the BLM activists was Donald Trump’s, at rallies in Alabama and in New Orleans in 2016. The demonstrations occurred a
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week after Trump rejected to disavow the support of white supremacist groups, including also the KKK. However, Trump later posted on his Twitter feed that he rejected a former leader of the KKK, David Duke. The protest ended roughly in six minutes when security guards and police officers expelled the protesters from the event.196

Right after presidential inauguration in 2017, President Trump indirectly addressed the BLM and affiliated groups via the new White House website that he will support and protect lives of police officers, and terminate anti-police actions, which are executed by “the rioter, the looter, or the violent disrupter.”197 In late August of 2017, Donald Trump announced that he is considering lifting Obama’s ban on the usage of military equipment by police departments during riots. Moreover, lawmakers are considering some laws that would reduce protesters’ rights and would charge a fee for protection provided by police services during nonviolent protests.198

The BLM movement openly and roughly criticized Donald Trump on their website, describing him as a liar who is “stomping on blacks’ faces”, whose administration resembles fascism. They accused him from breaking the laws and insulting foreign countries. Further, they stated that he benefits from crises, as for instance migration, and puts the military over the safety and security of the country. Moreover, they did not forget to remind him that conditions in black communities continue to decline and at the end, they appealed to all oppressed people to stop Trump’s agenda and join the movement in its activities.199

5.3.1 The Movement for Black Lives

The BLM became a part of a new coalition associating more than 50 organizations for black liberation, called the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL), in 2016.200 The M4BL has issued its policy platform, which is comprised of six demands, including the end of the

killing of blacks and mass incarceration, reimbursements for state violence, investment into black’s wellbeing rather than incarceration, economic justice, control over law enforcement in black communities, and independent black political power. The goal of the platform is to interfere in U.S. politics through the M4BL allies, and therefore help to uphold their vision. Before the emergence of the M4BL, the BLM and other similar black organizations were criticized by civil rights movement veterans, as well as by some politicians, for a lack of political activity and a lack of concrete policy proposals. Rachel Gilmer, a leader of Dream Defenders, is aware that not every point of the platform could be implemented, but believes that as a whole it may dramatically improve blacks’ conditions worldwide. While the BLM’s main focus was on criminal injustice, cooperation with other groups means that the M4BL is targeting a wider spectrum of racial issues. The criminal injustice is supplemented by the education system and health care. Nevertheless, the huge divergence of groups involved in the M4BL results in the disunity of groups’ ideas and decision making. The BLM together with the M4BL introduced Channel Black in the beginning of 2017, which is a training program with an intention to train and develop black leaders of the new generation. In 2017, Cullors said that she could imagine BLM members as parts of both local and national governments in the next four years.

5.4 Achievements of the Movement

Proponents of the movement argue that activist pressure led to the wearing of body cameras by police officers nationwide. Further, police departments have begun firing police officers who are convicted of murders, and the American judiciary system has started arresting such officers, albeit a small number of them. However, the biggest achievement of the movement is said to be that the movement raised awareness of the
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racial disparities and police violence within the United States, similar to what the CRM and the BPM accomplished in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{207}
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CONCLUSION

Words such as oppression, struggle, and quagmire have been used to describe blacks’ lives in America. Blacks suffered through tough working conditions, lynchings, racism, and unequal treatment, until the 1960s when the Civil Rights Movement supposedly gave blacks equality with whites. Yet, the deep-rooted racism and prejudices of American whites have hampered blacks until today. Law enforcement officers and the penal system have been predominantly targeting blacks, and continuous residential segregation has influenced blacks’ occupational and educational possibilities. Though, the first black-looking president had given hope to blacks, living standards worsened and police violence rose. Black resistance began again in 2013 when a black teenager was shot to death and the shooter was acquitted. Following the acquittal, and later protests in Ferguson, Missouri, the Black Lives Matter movement was created.

The origins of the Black Lives Matter movement are reminiscent the origins of the Civil Rights Movement, which was spurred by the lynching of Emmett Till in 1955. On the other hand, violent protests in Ferguson, Baltimore, and Baton Rouge show greater similarity with the Black Power Movement and its aggressive “eye for an eye” approach. In spite of these similarities, the Black Lives Matter Movement differs from its predecessors in organizational structure, in that it has no single male leader and no centralized structure, and it also criticizes the treatment of women and other racial and ethnic minorities, as well as the treatment of the LGBT community. Its decentralized structure and message has proven problematic, as subordinate organizations are not able to agree on basic requirements of the movement. Another obstacle that has harmed the movement’s image is the shootings of police officers that stemmed from tensions between blacks and law enforcement agencies.

In the 2016 presidential election, activists were disrupting candidates’ campaigns, trying to persuade them to incorporate their visions into their platforms. Despite the fact that Hillary Clinton at least showed a concern about black lives, the movement as a whole decided not to endorse any candidate. Due to rising violence and the worsening well-being of blacks, the Black Lives Matter movement then adopted the Movement for Black Lives platform, which unifies more than 50 black activist organizations. The advantage of this coalition is a wider focus than just police violence, which was a frequently mentioned weakness of the Black Lives Matter movement.
After Trump’s presidential inauguration in 2017, both sides showed their antipathy to each other. Trump declared that he would terminate anti-police violence and stop the disrupters. In response, the movement called Trump a fascist and appealed to people to stop his agenda. Trump also canceled those few laws passed by his predecessor, Barack Obama, to increase activists’ rights.

The aim of this thesis was to analyze the Black Lives Matter movement, its impact on U.S. society, and blacks’ rights. During its short almost five year history, the movement did not achieve many breakthroughs. Proponents of the movement are suggesting that the movement contributed to higher visibility of police violence, which is true. The United States experienced many riots in the last five years over the killings of unarmed black men by police officers. Still, 99 percent of involved officers were acquitted, and the number of killings is rather stable than declining. Further, the movement is credited with the wider usage of body cameras by police officers. However, the violence did not radically change, even though it is now recorded. The Black Lives Matter movement contributed to the struggle for blacks’ equality by raising awareness of the problem, but it did not in fact achieve anything “tangible,” as for instance the Civil Rights Movement.

There are a few reasons for the failure. One is the violence connected with its demonstrations, which harms the image of the movement and the perception of the racial issue by American citizens. Then there is the excessive focus on the justice system, at the expense of other problems of racial discrimination such as residential segregation, economic inequality, or health care. Another reason is the fact that the movement had not been politically active until 2016. But perhaps the biggest problem with the movement is its loose and chaotic organizational structure and varied opinions within its organizations, which differ in goals and practice. As their requirements are not uniform, it is hard to comply with their requests or meet their demands. It is hard to say what the movement will achieve with its recent political platform. However, as the movement refuses a coherent leadership structure and does not have a unified message or goals, and because the movement’s actions have led President Trump to oppose it, the outlook for the Black Lives Matter is not good.
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